The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of generating larger ablation volumes using the pulse delivery method in irreversible electroporation (IRE) using a potato model. Ten types of pulse timing schemes and two pulse repetition rates (1 pulse per 200 ms and 1 pulse per 550 ms) were proposed in the study. Twenty in vitro experiments with five samples each were performed to check the effects on the ablation volumes for the ten pulse timing schemes and two pulse repetition rates. At the two pulse repetition rates (1 pulse per 200 ms and 1 pulse per 550 ms), the largest ablation volumes achieved were 1634.1 mm 3 6 122.6 and 1828.4 mm 3 6160.9, respectively. Compared with the baseline approach (no pulse delays), the ablation volume was increased approximately by 62.8% and 22.6% at the repetition rates of 1 pulse per 200 ms and 1 pulse per 550 ms, respectively, using the pulse timing approach (with pulse delays). With the pulse timing approach, the ablation volumes generated at the lower pulse repetition rate were significantly larger than those generated at the higher pulse repetition rate (P < 0.001). For the experiments with one pulse train (baseline approach), the current was 5.2 A60.4. For the experiments with two pulse trains, the currents were 6.4 A60.9 and 6.8 A60.9, respectively (P ¼ 0.191). For the experiments with three pulse trains, the currents were 6.6 A60.6, 6.9 A60.6, and 6.5 A60.6, respectively (P ¼ 0.216). For the experiments with five pulse trains, the currents were 6.6 A60.9, 6.9 A60.9, 6.5 A61.0, 6.5 A61.0, and 5.7 A61.2, respectively (P ¼ 0.09). This study concluded that: (1) compared with the baseline approach used clinically, the pulse timing approach is able to increase the volume of ablation; but, the pulse timing scheme with the best performance might be various with the tissue type; (2) the pulse timing approach is still effective in achieving larger ablation volumes when the pulse repetition rate changes; but, the best pulse timing scheme might be different with the pulse repletion rate; (3) the current in the base line approach was significantly smaller than that in the pulse timing approach.
Introduction
Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is a promising medical modality that uses high magnitude electric pulses (hundreds to thousands of V/cm) to dramatically increase permeability in tumor cell membranes [1] . The mechanism whereby IRE causes ablation is believed to be due to the creation of nanometer-size "pores" when the plasma membrane is exposed to the external pulsed electric field [2] . There have been several types of theoretical models explaining the formation of the pores in the cell membrane. The model proposed by Kinosita et al. [3] has been considered as the one that is able to explain the process of electroporation comprehensively and sophisticatedly. This model believes that the formation of pores is due to the interaction between the trans-membrane voltage (potential drop across the membrane in the external electric field) and the cell membrane with its intrinsic physical properties, such as line tension and surface tension. For the situation in which the cells can recover after the external electric field is removed, the process is called reversible electroporation otherwise IRE. In the case of IRE, permanent membrane lysis, consumption of adenosine triphosphate, and eventual loss of homeostasis (i.e., loss of cellular contents) are considered as factors that lead to the cell death [1] .
As a monotherapy (i.e., no cytotoxic drugs, not in conjunction with thermal effects) to destroy tumor cells, first proposed by Davalos et al. a decade ago [4] , IRE has received widespread interest from the scientific community and become a burgeoning modality in clinical practice for the ablation of various tumors in different organs, such as liver, pancreas, kidney, lung, lymph node, and pelvis [5] . Compared with other tumor ablation modalities, especially thermal-based modalities [6] [7] [8] [9] , IRE has two important advantages: (1) no collateral thermal effect, making it safe in anatomically sensitive areas such as near major blood vessels or the bowel, and (2) absence of heat sink effect which limits the effectiveness of thermal ablation methods near large blood vessels. However, some issues of IRE need to be addressed to improve it to be a favorable treatment in clinic, such as: (1) no systematic way to determine the threshold of the electric field, which varies depending on the type of tumors, and the threshold is coupled with other IRE operation parameters such as pulse duration, pulse number, pulse repetition rate, pulse strength, and electrode exposure length, and (2) inability to easily destroy large (>3 or 4 cm) size tumors.
Studies have been performed to address the aforementioned two issues in literature. For issue (2), Jiang et al. [10, 11] proposed a new approach called "pulse timing" based on the prostate tumor cell lines. Differing from the usual way of pulse delivery (pulses delivered as an integral train, commonly referred to as the 1 Fig. 1 Diagram of ten pulse timing schemes proposed in the study baseline approach in the literature [11] ), the pulse timing approach is based on the concept of pulse delay, i.e., pulses are delivered as several separate pulse trains with a time delay (no pulse is delivered during the delay time) between two pulse trains. They demonstrated that this method can inhibit the growth of localized prostate tumors in mice, which is further explained as more tumor destruction compared to the baseline approach [10, 11] . They explained that the underlying mechanism for this result is relevant to the change to membrane properties and the increased pore recovery time [11] . This mechanism is not comprehensive and warrants further study. Besides, there are still some unanswered questions. The first question is whether the pulse timing approach is applicable to other types of tissues or whether the pulse timing approach is tissue-dependent. The second question is whether the pulse repetition rate may affect the effectiveness of the pulse timing approach. The goal of this study was to provide answers to the aforementioned questions through an in vitro experiment. Particularly, the study examined the two factors, that is, the pulse timing scheme and the pulse repletion rate, on the ablation volume of IRE. The experiment was conducted on the potato model.
Materials and Methods
Pulse Delivery Method. Ten pulse timing schemes (PT1-PT10) with 90 pulses for each were used in the in vitro experiment, as shown in Fig. 1 . For PT1, the 90 pulses were delivered in one train without any delay, which is one of the standard settings in clinical practice (called the baseline approach) [12, 13] . For PT2, PT3, and PT4, the 90 pulses were delivered in two trains of 45 pulses with delays of 10 s, 30 s, and 60 s between the two trains, respectively. For PT5, PT6, and PT7, the 90 pulses were delivered in three trains of 30 pulses with delays of 10 s, 30 s, and 60 s between any two trains, respectively. For PT8, PT9, and PT10, the 90 pulses were delivered in five trains of 18 pulses with delays of 10 s, 30 s, and 60 s between any two trains, respectively.
Two types of repetition rates were used in the experiment: 1 pulse per 200 ms and 1 pulse per 550 ms. In the experiment, other parameters of IRE were set as constants (i.e., pulse duration of 90 ls, and pulse strength of 1000 V) in light of the focus of the experiment on the pulse timing scheme and repetition rate. The pulse duration was determined from the clinically relevant setting [14] , and the pulse strength was determined by several pretests. In these tests, three pulse strengths (i.e., 500, 1000, and 1500 V) were tested. The pulse strength of 500 V was found not high enough to generate marked and measurable ablation zones after 24 h; and the pulse strength of 1500 V was found too high leading to crashes of the pulse generator (i.e., >50 A). So the pulse strength of 1000 V was used in the study. In total, there were 20 in vitro experiments, see Table 1 for details of these setups.
Experimental Setup. In this study, American potatoes (red) were selected as the model. It is noted that many previous studies showed that potatoes are a highly relevant and well-accepted model in the in vitro study of IRE due to its similar manner in responding to the electroporation as mammalian cells [15] [16] [17] [18] . Therefore, the use of the potato model for the in vitro study is widely accepted, such as the design of new IRE electrode [15, 17] and the improved pulse delivery method [19, 20] . A custom-made electric pulse generator and a monopolar IRE electrode were used to perform the experiments (Fig. 2(a) ). The pulse generator was able to deliver 0-3000 V of electric pulses in a rectangular wave shape with 90 ls of pulse duration. The pulse delivery was controller by the pulse controller (a computer system with a pulse control algorithm). The IRE apparatus was connected to the pulse controller with the RS485 serial port connector. The IRE electrode was designed with two electrodes (Ni-Ti alloy, one acting as anode and another being cathode) with 1 mm in diameter, 5 mm in length each, and 5 mm (center to center) in distance, as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
In total, 100 potatoes (with the mean size of each potato being 70.7 Â 62.3 Â 52.1 mm 3 ) purchased from a local grocery store and divided into 20 groups randomly were conducted in this experiment, so for each experiment, there were five potatoes (N ¼ 5 for each experiment in Table 1 ). The electrode was inserted into the potato model along the long axis of the potato with the insertion depth of 22 mm to avoid the boundary effects, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Orientation of the polarity was arranged between the cathode and anode electrode to alleviate oxidation effects resulting from delivering many experiments in the same cathode-anode orientation [21] . Each electrode was scraped clean with a blade on a regular basis to eliminate the layer of oxidation.
The treated potatoes were stored in paper plates at ambient temperature (i.e., 21 C) for 24 h, after which ablation zones were identified by the darkened area (see Fig. 3 ) on the tissue. The ablation zones were sliced perpendicular to the IRE electrode at 1-2 mm intervals and then measured using the caliper (Fig. 2(d) ). The volume of ablation zone was calculated using the formula for the volume of an ellipsoid, i.e.,
where a, b, and c are the width, height, and length, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(d) .
Statistical Analysis. Each experiment was performed in quintuplicate, and the result was given as mean 6 standard deviation. One-way ANOVA was employed to assess for a statistically significant difference in the results using MINITAB 17 (Minitab, Inc., State College, PA). Results were considered as statistically significant at P < 0.05. Table 2 shows the dimensions of the ablation zone of each in vitro experiment under different pulse delivery methods using the potato model. The ablation volume was obtained by using Eq.
Results and Discussion
(1). Figure 3 shows the representative results of ablation zone (N ¼ 5) from the in vitro experiment. The slice with the largest dimensions of ablation zone (i.e., a and b as shown in Fig. 2(d) ) of each experiment was used to take the image.
For different pulse repetition rates, the pulse timing approach is still able to increase the volume of ablation compared with the baseline approach. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the largest ablation volume (1634.1 mm 3 6 122.6, P < 0.001) was generated by using the pulse timing scheme of 90 pulses in two trains of 45 pulses with delay of 10 s (PT2) when the pulse repetition rate was 1 pulse per 200 ms. However, for the pulse repetition rate of 1 pulse per 550 ms, the largest ablation volume (1828.4 mm 3 6 160.9, P < 0.035) was generated by using the pulse timing scheme of 90 pulses in two trains of 45 pulses with delay of 60 s (PT4), as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Compared with the baseline approach, the ablation volume was increased approximately by 62.8% and 22.6% at the pulse repetition rates of 1 pulse 200 ms and 1 pulse per 550 ms, respectively. It is interesting to note that the period of delay time for the pulse delivery method with the lower repetition rate (i.e., 1 pulse per 550 ms) is longer than that for the pulse delivery method with the higher repetition rate (i.e., 1 pulse per 200 ms). The process of cell permeabilization and membrane resealing in tissues is highly relevant to the pulse duration, the pulse repetition rate, and the pulse delay time [1, 22] . For different pulse repetition rates, the optimal setting of the pulse timing scheme for the cell permeabilization may be different. We believe that this phenomenon is also relevant to the type of tissue cell and worth studying further for increasing the volume of ablation for different cells during IRE application. Furthermore, the effectiveness of pulse timing approach is regardless of the pulse repetition rate. At both pulse repetition rates, there is a significant difference in the ablation volumes generated by different pulse timing schemes (i.e., PTs 2-10) (P ¼ 0.008 and P ¼ 0.003, respectively).
For the baseline approach (PT1), compared to the higher repetition rate (i.e., 1 pulse per 200 ms), the pulse delivery method with the lower repetition rate (i.e., 1 pulse per 550 ms), is more efficient in achieving a larger ablation volume (1490.1 mm 3 6 251.2 versus 1003.8 mm 3 6 196.5, P ¼ 0.009). This lower repetition rate is closer to the electrocardiogram-synchronized pulse delivery pattern commonly used in clinical settings, and this result is in accordance with the conclusion obtained by Silve et al. [23] . The same conclusion (lower repetition rate is more efficient than higher repetition rate) was also obtained for PT3 (1136.8 mm 3 6 60.9 versus 1453.3 mm 3 6 59.4, P < 0.001) and PT4 (1102.1 mm 3 6 214.4 versus 1828.4 mm 3 6 160.9, P < 0.001). These results also confirmed that the pulse timing approach is still effective when the pulse repetition rate is at about the electrocardiogram-synchronized rate. For the other pulse timing schemes (i.e., PT2 and PTs 5-10), however, there was no significant difference in the ablation volume between the two pulse repetition rates, as shown in Fig. 5 . The currents varied by potato impedances and pulse delivery methods were shown in Table 3 . For the experiments with one pulse train (baseline approach), the current was 5.2 A6 0.4. For the experiments with two pulse trains, the currents were 6.4 A6 0.9 and 6.8 A6 0.9, respectively (P ¼ 0.191). For the experiments with three pulse trains, the currents were 6.6 A6 0.6, 6.9 A6 0.6, and 6.5 A6 0.6, respectively (P ¼ 0.216). For the experiments with five pulse trains, the currents were 6.6 A6 0.9, 6.9 A6 0.9, 6.5 A6 1.0, 6.5 A6 1.0, and 5.7 A6 1.2, respectively (P ¼ 0.09). No significant difference in the current between the pulse trains was found for all the experiments. However, it is interesting to note that the current in the experiments with one pulse train was significantly smaller than that in the experiments with multiple pulse trains (P < 0.001). However, the ablation volumes generated by pulse trains with higher current (experiments 2-10 and 12-20) were found to be similar with that generated by pulse trains with lower current (experiments 1 and 11) (P ¼ 0.136). The reasons behind these phenomena are worth studying further, as it would be useful for avoiding the crash of a pulse generator when higher pulse strengths are applied for larger ablation volumes.
Table 2 Dimensions of ablation zone of each in vitro experiments
In this study, the temperature change was also investigated using a commercial temperature probe (HKMTSS-040 U-6, Omega, Laval, QC, Canada) for all the experiments. The temperature probe was inserted into one of the insertion holes of IRE electrode to measure the temperature just after IRE application. No lethal temperatures (e.g., >50
C) that can generate thermal damage to potato tissues were found. This is in agreement with the study of Ref. [24] using the animal models in which they concluded that for 90 pulses, lethal temperatures were generated only if the voltage was greater than 2500 V (versus 1000 V in this study).
Many studies have indicated that electroporation is a process that shows memory effects, which means that its behavior depends on previous pulse delivery history [16, 25, 26] . Thus, this phenomenon brings opportunities to increase the volume of ablation by optimizing the pulse delivery method for IRE applications. By using a potato model, this study investigated the effects on the ablation volume when varying IRE pulse delivery methods, specifically the pulse timing and pulse repetition rate. This study further confirms and expands on the potential utility of the pulse timing approach for increasing the volume of ablation by IRE. It is worth noting that, due to the different electric field thresholds for IRE between the potato and mammalian tissues, the ablation sizes created in this study may not be directly related to those expected clinically. A limitation of this study might be that the repetition rate of 1 Hz (commonly used in clinical settings) was not considered in the study due to the limitation of the custom pulse generator. To further verify and fully understand the pulse timing approach, future studies are warranted to investigate that: (1) whether the pulse strength affects the effectiveness of pulse timing approach to increase the ablation volume; (2) whether the effectiveness of pulse timing approach is stronger at higher pulse repetition rates.
Given that the size of ablation zone is determined to some extent by the electrode placement, limited by the fact that the electrodes cannot be more than 2.5 cm apart, the increase in ablation zone seen in our study by 25-60% is significant. Such an adjustment to the classic IRE ablation may allow for lower energy and heat to be used and still result in equal effectiveness or it may allow for the use of the same energy levels and an increased effectiveness. The margins of the ablation should be better ablated with this new approach, and this should translate to a lower risk of recurrence at the margins. The conclusion that the pulse delivery method (i.e., pulse timing and pulse repetition rate) plays a significant role in the increase of ablation volume during IRE treatment should be applied to various types of tissues; for different types of tissue cells, the optimal pulsing timing scheme for the largest ablation volume might be different. Such a statement is based on the results reported in the literature [10, 11] and this study.
Conclusions
The conclusions that can be drawn from the present study are as follows:
(1) Compared with the baseline approach in clinical practice, the pulse timing approach is able to increase the volume of ablation on the potato model; but, the pulse timing scheme with the best performance might be various with the tissue type. (2) The pulse timing approach is still effective in achieving larger ablation volumes when the pulse repetition rate changes; but, the best pulse timing scheme might be different with the pulse repletion rate. (3) The current in the baseline approach was significantly smaller than that in the pulse timing approach. 6:6A 6 0:6 6 :9A 6 0:6 6 :5A 6 0:6 --8, 9, 10, 18, 19, and 20 6:6A 6 0:9 6 :9A 6 0:9 6 :5A 6 1:0 6 :5A 6 1:0 5 :7A 6 1:2
